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Can't Miss Article of the Week:
 

Thank you for the overwhelmingly positive response to the all-new LP
News. We're thrilled to bring you these real articles written by libertarians,
for libertarians, in this wonderful new format. If you haven't seen it yet,
now's your chance to check it out! 

This article, written by Mr. Roy Minet in Region 5, has been the most
popular article this week. Check it out, then leave the author a comment:

Libertarians Should Advocate for AADV, Not IRV (or RCV)
 

"Continued use of the truly awful Plurality voting method is the single
largest obstacle (yes, even more serious than ballot access) to any other
party being able to effectively compete with the two old, declining parties.
But no Ranked-Choice Voting (RCV) method works well either. The states
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Read Full Article

of Alaska and Maine switched to IRV (Instant Runoff Voting) in 2016, but
there has been no discernable benefit for Libertarians or anyone else."
 

Ready to Support LP News?
There are several ways for you to participate! Engagement is what will
keep this engine running, and we need your help.

Use the links below to submit your article today and help create discussion
amongst friends. Then spend some time rating and commenting on stories
written by fellow libertarians! Our authors have already received a lot of
positive feedback and further engagement through the comments on their
articles.

If you're a business owner, candidate, or anyone else who needs to
advertise to a uniquely libertarian audience, great news! Our early
advertisers have seen thousands of impressions in the first part of the
month and we're excited to extend that opportunity to you, too.

Submit an Article

Share Your Libertarian Story
This channel is dedicated driven by
libertarian engagement. If you have
a story that you want to share about
your local endeavors, or if you want
to share your thoughts and opinions
on important topics of the day, your
just a click away! Write your article
and submit it here. Staff will review
the content and get it live on the site
as quickly as possible. Articles
should be no less than 500 words.

Begin Advertising

Advertise on LP News Today!
Do you have a business or cause
that you want to get libertarian eyes
on? Maybe you're a candidate
looking for donations or volunteers?
Great news - now you can advertise
to a uniquely libertarian
audience and support LP News
while you do it! Submit your
advertising request here and a
member of the team will be in touch
to help get your ad live.
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